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HEAD BOY, HEAD GIRL & DEPUTES

From left: Robert Williams, Lewis Cowie,
Mhairi Kristoffersen, Kirsty Byrne.

After a rigorous selection process, appointments for Head Boy, Head
Girl and Deputes were made. Candidates were asked to submit an
application outlining their vision for the role and what their strengths
were to enable them to carry out the role effectively. Voting by their
peers and teachers followed, resulting in the top four girls and four boys
being interviewed by Mrs Dobson (HT) and Mrs Frame (PT Guidance
with S6 responsibility). The standard of interviews was particularly
impressive and the enthusiasm to take on the responsibility of the roles
was evident throughout.
After careful consideration the following appointments were made:
Head Boy - Lewis Cowie
Depute - Robert Williams
Head Girl - Mhairi Kristoffersen
Depute - Kirsty Byrne
Congratulations!
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HEAD TEACHER’S MESSAGE
I would like to take this opportunity to
welcome our pupils back to school for the
start of the Autumn Term. The session that
came to a close was a busy one with many
more school achievements to be proud of
in the final two weeks. A very successful
production of ‘Rent’ was staged by our
talented pupils, supported by many equally
skilled pupils behind the scenes. We were blessed with lovely weather on our Sports
Day at which Buccleuch House was the winning House, securing them a good start
in the competition to win the House Prize at the end of the new session.
The new term has started briskly with us welcoming a number of new members of
staff to the school. Details of the new appointments are given opposite.
I am pleased to report that the new S1 pupils are settling in well and adjusting to
their new surroundings. Pupils in S2 have participated in an Achievements Day
attending Musselburgh Lagoons and working with Midlothian Outdoor Education.
This experience will count towards the pupils achieving their JASS Award (Junior
Award Scheme for Schools) later in the session. A number of S6 pupils have taken
part in a variety of activities preparing them for life beyond school, ranging from
the Higher Education Conference to an event providing guidance about becoming a
young driver.
Well done to all pupils who were successful in their national qualifications this
summer. I am delighted to announce that we have yet again seen an improvement
in our SQA Higher results, with record-breaking performances across a number
of different measures. Seven of our S5 pupils achieved the top A grades across all
of their five subjects, a very impressive performance indeed which resulted in the
school appearing in the press!
The remainder of the term will be equally busy with staff and senior pupils
working with the remaining new Highers and Advanced Highers. Through careful
‘housekeeping’, I have been able to release additional funds of over £26,000 in total
to departments to support the purchase of resources for the new qualifications.
In closing, I would like to take this opportunity to thank parents/carers and others
in the school community for their support since taking up my appointment. I relish
the opportunities and challenges that the new session brings and look forward to
working in partnership with you throughout.
Allyson Dobson
Headteacher

New members of staff:
Craig Knight (Principal Teacher of Guidance)
K Maclaine (PE)
Thomas MacFarlane (Music)
Sharon O’Hanlon (Art and Design)
Eilidh Gordon (Art and Design)
Megan Webb (Geography)
Fiona Ramsay (Computing Science)
Katy McKay (Chemistry)
Newly Qualified Teachers (NQTs):
Emma Davidson (Chemistry)
Nicola Smith (Biology)
Richard Nisbet (History)
Andrea Melian (English)

THE PARENT COUNCIL
The Parent Council is looking forward to another year of working
together with staff and pupils to make DHS the best it can be.
It remains, in my view, the best way that you can stay informed and
involved in your child’s education and we welcome new members.
There are only six meetings a year, you don’t have to come to every one, and you
are automatically a member, so there’s no complicated ‘joining’ process.
This year we will be involved in curriculum information and future curriculum
planning, which will involve looking at what the different exams mean, and how
these will be delivered.
We’ll also be doing a bit of fundraising and will see the unveiling of the Centenary
Window which we commissioned.
It’s going to be a year of changes and new possibilities, so please come along and
join us.
Best wishes
Caroline Pearson (Chair)
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HOUSE CAPTAINS & DEPUTES 2015/16
After a gruelling interview, the following House Captains & Vice Captains have been selected this
year:
Buccleuch
			

Captains: Lucy Walkingshaw & Eilidh Cameron
Vice: Ryannie Scullion & Jack Thomson

Dalhousie:
			

Captains: Sarah Macdonald & Corbin Sharp
Vice: Chloe Young & Daniel Flockhart

Lothian:
			

Captains: Laura Wharton & Jenny Cuthbert
Vice: Sean Swanston & Natasha Heatherill

Melville:
			

Captains: Adam Cahill & Chloe Beveridge
Vice: Erin Munro & Anna Darling

Congratulations!

HOUSE POINTS
It is getting tight at the top! Dalhousie have been awarded a huge number of points over
the last few weeks and are now only 40 points behind the leaders Buccleuch. This is
amazing as they were way behind in the last update. The points have been updated on
the notice board.

Scores (to 30 September) are as follows Buccleuch - 1890
Dalhousie - 1850
Melville - 1580
Lothian - 1500
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We would like to take this opportunity to thank everyone for
participating in the new achievement system. We have received a
constant flow of achievement slips and I hope you will agree that the
pupils are really starting to foster a winning mentality.

UCAS CONFERENCE 2015
On the 31st of August any senior pupils applying for higher education were invited to attend
the UCAS convention at the Corn exchange in Edinburgh. The convention provided pupils
with an insight into what higher education has to offer. Even if a pupil was uncertain about
what’s next for them, the convention was a great way to discover courses and career paths
that they might not have previously considered. The pupils were given the freedom to explore
a wide variety of higher education choices all under the one roof, which was an opportunity
not to be missed.
The convention gave pupils the time to speak face-to-face with exhibitors from some of
the leading Universities and Colleges throughout the whole of the UK. Pupils were given
the chance to ask the all important questions of entry requirements and career prospects, in
conjunction with the equally important questions about the reality of campus life. In addition
to speaking with admissions staff and subject specialists, pupils could receive advice on
volunteer work and gap year adventures. During the day there were also regular seminars
educating pupils on different aspects of student life, including one extremely noteworthy talk
from a SAAS worker who explained how to apply for your student finance.
With a great deal on offer and tremendous amounts of information to take in, it was lucky
that every association had prospectuses and information leaflets on hand for the pupils to
bring home with them. The senior pupils thoroughly enjoyed the experience and really made
the most of the great opportunity.
Anna Darling 6M

The Duke of Edinburgh’s Award groups have been recognised
for their outstanding achievements at this year’s prize giving
ceremony. There were 16 Silver awards issued and, for the first
time in Dalkeith High history, there were also 6 Gold awards
presented. The group of Gold participants were also awarded
the prestigious ‘Team of the Year’ award in recognition of the
tremendous effort and dedication that these young people have
put in over the last three years. So, in particular, massive congratulations must go out to Claire
Winthrop, Megan Mcculloch, Michael Flynn, Hamza Zubair, Emma Laidlaw and Caitlin
Portlock. Well done!
Amazingly, all of last year’s Silver group have now gone on to Gold and are even
looking into the possibility of completing their expedition in Canadian canoes! We
have now also welcomed our new Bronze group who are already busy training for
their first expedition which takes place in October. Let’s hope that the new recruits
make it all the way to Gold!
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This summer Shannon Henderson and Mairi McHale participated in the Rotary Youth
Leadership Award. This involved spending a week away in Abernethy by Loch
Tay with 30 other students their age. Throughout the day they completed team and
leadership activities and at night learned new skills like Morse code, first aid and tying
knots.
During the week the girls were in teams and shared rooms with people they had never
met before. This urged them to improve their skills and confidence in meeting new
people, which will undoubtedly help them in university life. The week was packed
full of fun outdoor activities such as canoeing, climbing the tenth highest mountain in
Scotland, rock climbing, abseiling, high ropes and many more. The girls thoroughly
enjoyed the experience and would recommend it to anyone who has the chance to
partake in RYLA 2016.
RYLA participants are doing their best to raise money for vital charities by doing a
sponsored walk in the Pentland Hills. The money raised on 4 October will be donated
to The Killin Mountain Rescue and End Polio Now, charities Rotary has supported for
many years and will continue to support until Polio is eradicated completely.

THE GARDEN
The garden was looking ‘blooming lovely’
through the summer. It was good to see some
colour bursting through, despite the weather!
Due to the success of our hanging basket sale, we
were able to purchase a cold frame for the garden
which was installed during the holidays.
Thank you to everyone for their continuing
support.
Linda (SFL)

CENTENARY STAINED GLASS WINDOW
Ten S2 pupils have been selected to work alongside artist Kate Henderson to design DHS’s
Stained Glass Centenary Panel, which was commissioned after Centenary Funds were
raised by the Parent Council.
Alasdair Murphy , Bailli Reid, Katrina Bruce, Lewis Wilson, Emily Docherty, Penny
Andrews , Rachel Cartledge, Niamh Clelland, Vlad Kurnosovs and Adin Carlisle have
been given the opportunity to help with the final design of the DHS centenary stained glass
window over six weeks as well as construct the panel in Kate’s professional workshop.
This will no doubt be a fantastic and rewarding experience for the pupils to work alongside
a successful designer and be involved in the design process from start to finish.

AWARDS CEREMONIES
This year’s junior and senior awards ceremonies were held in September and it was fantastic to
see so many of our pupils celebrate their outstanding success with their family and friends. Our
“Achievement Village” showcased some of the most creative work produced in Dalkeith High
School this year, while pupils were recognised for academic excellence, personal progress,
sporting triumphs and a plethora of extra-curricular activities including everything from
trampolining to baton twirling! Special thanks to our Masters of Ceremony, Miss Douglas and
Ms McJennett.
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MIDLOTHIAN SPELL MASTERS 2015
After a hard fought contest, Dalkeith
High School are the winners of the
annual
Midlothian Spell Masters
Competition. The winning team came
top after two rounds which saw teams
from all secondary schools located
in Midlothian compete to be the best
spellers. The event is organised by
the school librarians and English
Departments.
The winning team received the
‘Midlothian Spell Masters’ shield for
their school and individual prizes of
Book Tokens.
Pictured left to right are Mr Orr
School Librarian, Luisa Connarty,
Kitty McQueen and Imogen Preston.

PRODUCT EVALUATION - WOODBURN PRIMARY SCHOOL VISIT
In September Higher Design &
Manufacture worked with a P1 class
in Woodburn Primary School. As part
of their Higher, the students need to
complete a product evaluation report.
This year they are doing the report on
children’s toothbrushes. In working
with the P1 class, the higher students
were able to use different evaluation
techniques including user trials,
interviews and questionnaires. The
morning was very successful and the students researched and found out a great deal about
the toothbrushes they are evaluating. The primary children thoroughly enjoyed getting
involved and working with the ‘big kids’ too!

S2 ACHIEVEMENT DAY
S2 pupils are currently completing their JASS
awards, the Junior Award Scheme for Schools.
The award consists of four sections and allows
pupils to take part in outdoor challenges,
promote regular exercise and highlight their
talents. As part of this award, all S2 pupils
attended an outdoor learning event at the
Musselburgh Lagoons.
Throughout the day pupils participated in
various activities including canoeing in the
lagoons and completing a biking obstacle
course. Later in the afternoon they took part
in various team building challenges. These
activities allow pupils to work towards
achieving ‘Gold’ in the adventure section of
their JASS award.
Pupils excelled during the day and had
fun along the way. Checkout some of our
photographs.
Roxy Cumming (2L1)

YOU BEAUTY!

Semichem has very kindly donated Beauty Products which will be used
to help resource the Hairdressing & Beauty Skills courses taking place at
Dalkeith High School under the Enhanced Curriculum.
We would like to thank Semi-Chem for their help and support.
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MODEL UNITED NATIONS
Our Model United Nations teams continue to go from strength to strength. In the latter part of
June, 13 pupils had a most enjoyable and successful MUN experience. Many were attending
the conference for the first time, and the quality of debate from those pupils was superb –
they represented Dalkeith High School with pride and confidence. The more experienced
members of our team excelled within their chambers, and as a result were commended, or
highly commended winners. Lewis Cowie was highly commended within his chamber, whilst
Judith Scott and Isla Crombie- Surgeon were commended. Very many
congratulations to all who took part!

S4 MODERN STUDIES VISIT TO THE SUPREME COURT
A few S4 Modern Studies students visited
the Supreme Court, which is opposite
the High Court in the Royal Mile. We
enjoyed a most informative tour of the
courts and the former cells, with several
ghost stories to relate from the cells deep
below the courts! Not only did the pupils
learn a great deal about the function of the
Supreme Court in Scotland – such was the quality of the experience that staff learned a lot too.
Who knew, for example, that advocates in the Supreme Court do not have any offices. Any
discussions related to cases takes place whilst walking in the Grand Hall – hence we witnessed
people constantly walking up and down the Great Hall engaged in earnest conversation. This is
so no one can eavesdrop on what will be argued during a case. Much of what we learned was
very moving - for example, there is an entire room full of papers and exhibits related to the Piper
Alpha oil rig disaster which killed 167 men in 1988. We also viewed the tiny cell where Burke
was held during his trial in 1828. An excellent informative experience.

For some reason pupils
wanted their picture taken
outside the Warhammer shop
in the High Street to show
Mr. McGlade .....?

ERIN GILBERTSON OPENS ESKBANK RAIL STATION
Erin Gilbertson, 2L2, was nominated by her dad to be considered for a Golden Ticket to ride on
the New Borders Railway. He nominated her because he felt she deserved a special treat after
being diagnosed with a heart condition and having two failed heart surgeries in the last two
years and another surgery to follow next year.
Erin’s parents said, ‘She has coped extremely well with all the changes in her life since her
diagnosis and we are very proud of her mature approach towards it all.’ She was delighted
to be chosen to receive 2 Golden Tickets and decided to take her dad as he was the one who
nominated her. Erin was then told that she was one of the 4 people chosen to open a Station!
She was asked to open the Eskbank station at a special ceremony on September the 5th before
embarking on the train. Erin unveiled a plaque in Edinburgh College stating that she had
opened the station. It was a brilliant day and Erin said she felt honoured to be asked and also
said she thought it was cool that she was a part of making history.
Well done Erin, we are all very proud of you!
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S4 DRAMA - PRIMARY PERFORMANCES

DRAMA

On Thursday 24th and Friday 25th September, S4 Drama
pupils visited Woodburn and Danderhall primaries to perform
for the P1 and P2 children. As part of their studies for
National 4 and 5 Drama, candidates are required to devise,
rehearse and present a piece for a selected target audience.
In preparation for the visit, pupils focused on the skills they would need to engage
such young children and focused on making their pieces both educational and
interactive. Pupils were really taken aback by just how enthusiastic (and loud!) the
4-6 year olds were and the staff were very impressed that the audience’s attention
had been captured for almost an hour. The video and written evidence that the pupils
have produced during the project will now form part of their internal assessment
requirements and makes a very good start to their S4 qualifications.

HIGHER DRAMA - Three Versions of Events (yours, mine - and the truth.)
On Monday 5th October, parents and carers of Higher Drama students were invited
to ‘Three Versions of Events (yours, mine - and the truth).’ In response to texts they
have been studying, Higher Drama candidates are required to research, devise, direct
and rehearse their own productions. They must take responsibility for a specific
scripted section, advising actors and making decisions about technical and design
matters. This internal assessment focuses the candidates on gaining and applying a
range of key skills for life, learning and work: time management,
forward planning and communication being all important. The
resulting productions were an engaging and entertaining mix of
comedy and tragedy and learners enjoyed the opportunity to share
their achievements with some very proud audience members.
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Senior Photography pupils were given the opportunity
to attend Bailey’s Stardust, one of the highest acclaimed
photography exhibitions of all time in Edinburgh city centre.
Building on the success of the Photography course, pupils
were given the opportunity to explore David Bailey’s career
as a photographer, which will help provide inspiration for
their own future projects. This experience broadened their
knowledge of portrait photography as they chose three
examples of his work to critically analyse whilst in the
exhibition and it allowed them to fully appreciate the work
of one of the most iconic photographers of all time.

LEITH SCHOOL OF ART OPEN DAY
Higher and Advanced Higher pupils were
given the opportunity to visit one of the most
successful foundation courses in Scotland.
Pupils were given the freedom to explore the
studios, speak to both current students and staff
as well as seek inspiration from examples of
folio’s that have been successfully accepted into
University of Glasgow, Edinburgh University
and Duncan of Jordanstone, Dundee University.
This experience has helped to inspire their own
current projects and Jenny Martin, a tutor at Leith School of Art, has arranged to come into DHS to
critique their work and offer advice in regards to their folio preparations for applying to University.

Dalkeith High School took part in Macmillan’s
biggest fundraising event to raise money for
people living with cancer.
A staff versus pupils Dodgeball game took place
on Thursday 24 September and our Office staff
baked cakes and hosted a coffee morning the
following day.
Together, £197.20 was raised for this worthwhile
cause.
Thankyou to everyone for giving generously!
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SUSTAINABILITY NEWS
Police Scotland: Supporting Community Growth
Police Scotland gave a helping hand recently to our Rooted in the Community Project
by making a very welcome donation of confiscated garden supplies. Plants produce
some of the most toxic and potent chemicals known and their misuse through criminal
activity continues to blight lives and undermine communities. The supplies have
already been put to good use and are improving the lifeskills of our Horticulture
students - a fitting tribute to the hard work and dedication of our Scottish police force.
Our thanks go to Chief Inspector Mark Patterson, Maureen Whyte, Joyce McErlain
and James Yates for their support and encouragement.

Rooted in the Community lays down roots over summer!
Dalkeith High school’s PT Sustainability spent three weeks of the summer holidays
having great fun laying out our community garden site at Vogrie Country Park.
The school would like to take this opportunity to thank Isabella, Fiona, Roddie and
the Vogrie Ranger service for the support and encouragement they have given to our
Rooted in the Community project.
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Driver and Science technician, Dave
Greenhill, also deserves special mention.
As our PT Sustainability says, ‘We couldn’t
have done it without him, he’s a real
community champion’.

Surplus timber put to sustainable use!
When Colin Thain, Senior Site Manager with Mactaggart and
Mickel Ltd, contacted the school to offer surplus timber, we were
only too ready to accept. As Colin said, ‘We were looking for a
sustainable use for our surplus timber and when we found out
about Dalkeith High School’s ‘Rooted in the Community’ project,
it provided the ideal opportunity to form an authentic partnership with the wider
community. As a company we are proud to promote sustainability and are delighted
to be able to contribute to
the development of industry
specific vocational training
within the school.’
Mactaggart and Mickel
Ltd are currently building
energy efficient, high
specification 2 to 5 bedroom homes at nearby Thornybank Green. The timber will be
used to construct thermal mass coldframes, garden furniture and soft fruit beds as well
as used by our Craft and Design department to support vocational courses.

S3 ASDAN EDUCATION
Several of the ASDAN pupils engaged successfully in
volunteering with Volunteer Midlothian. Some of the
pupils chose to help out in the Volunteer Midlothian
garden, painting woodwork to protect it through the winter
and making a frame to protect vegetables from being eaten
by squirrels. The volunteer gardeners were hard working,
completing all the tasks asked of them. Other pupils chose
to do some enjoyable befriending activities at Glenesk
Senior Citizens Home in Dalkeith. The pupils were well
mannered, polite and helpful to the senior citizens. Fun was had by all. These activities
help pupils to demonstrate and practise important employability skills.
Taking part in the activities will go towards gaining credits for their Bronze
ASDAN award. They will also gain a Saltire Challenge certificate. In
addition, all have gained achievement points for their respective Houses.
Well done!
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activity residential camp again this year for S4 National 5
pupils on the 5th and 6th March 2016. Those pupils that
<
◊
have signed up will head out to West Linton for a weekend of
supported study and exciting and challenging outdoor activities. These will include the
likes of rope courses, pole climbing, archery and outdoor problem solving. The pupils
will need to work together as teams throughout the weekend and will receive valuable
small group support to help them with their National 5 maths course.
S4 National 5 pupils will receive letters, with further details, shortly.

After the huge success of our production of ‘Rent’ in June, it’s that time of year
again! The school show has just been announced. Dalkeith High School is heading
back to the 60’s for their version of the Broadway hit show ‘Hairspray’! Pupils
waited in anticipation, waiting for what they described as ‘forever’ (two months to
be exact!), to hear about this year’s production. They were delighted when they were
informed of what the show is going to be. A massive number of pupils have come
along to collect the audition materials and expressing interest in being involved in
the show. Currently, a bunch of very nervous pupils walk the music corridors with
the hope of gaining a part in the show. Who will play the part of bubbly Tracy,
gorgeous Link or evil Amber? Auditions are taking place this week so keep your
eyes and ears peeled!

P7 OPEN EVENING
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We will be holding an information evening for prospective
parents/carers and pupils on Monday 2 November 6.30pm
- 8.30pm. There will be an introductory session giving
information about the transition programme that we have
developed with our associated primaries. There will
also be an opportunity for you to visit a selection of our
departments to familiarise yourself with the school.

SKI SCHOLARSHIPS
Even in the summer, the pupils from
Dalkeith High School Snowsports Club
have been preparing for the year ahead.
Two pupils, Alfie Marsh and Zoe Winthrop,
were recently awarded scholarships to train
as ski instructors by Interski (worth £3000).
Here they explain a little about what has
happened so far.
Alfie & Zoe, what does the scholarship consist of?
“The main aspect of the scholarship is the BASI course. BASI is the qualification system
for ski instructors in Britain. We will train for our BASI level 1 in December and BASI
level 2 in March/April. To achieve these we also have to complete 70 hours of instructor
shadowing as well as first aid and child protection courses. The scholarship consists of a
total of 3 weeks training in the Aosta valley, Italy, to become qualified at BASI level 2″.
Alfie, what does the scholarship mean to you and how do you feel about it?
“The scholarship means I can travel and teach skiing, which has always been a dream of
mine. It will improve my confidence, patience and my skiing ability. It’s something that I
will carry with me for the rest of my life and will also look great on a CV. It also gives me
the opportunity to meet new friends.
When I was awarded the scholarship I was overwhelmed that I’d actually made it
through, I also felt amazing because it validates that I’m good at a sport that I love! I
only now realise the amount of dedication it will take to complete these courses, but I am
looking forward to the challenge”.
Zoe, how much work have you had to put in to achieve the scholarship?
“We have spent years training to improve our skiing to be at instructor level. We were
filmed in Italy on a Midlothian Snowsports Club trip organised by Bruce Fraser. Our
instructor in Italy, Gavin Carruthers, helped a lot to fine-tune our performances to
further them before filming. Almost 1000 pupils’ skiing performance was filmed over the
winter season, with 30 being chosen for a selection day in a snow dome in Manchester.
In Manchester we were assessed on our skiing ability and working in groups with other
candidates. Tony Kuwall and Murray Howie from Midlothian snowsports centre took us
for some extra training to show us how to demonstrate the key exercises. Now we will
have to put in a lot of effort in Italy and a lot of time for shadowing”.
We wish them all the best and look forward to hearing how they enjoy their first course.
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